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planet.....X!
Preamble
The World Space Centre Commander, Mister Stargate, has called 
on the “Space Cowboys” - Colonel Buzz Lightning, Captain Laura 
Comet and Lieutenant Fly Hanson, to come out of retirement and 
to set off on a mission to find out if a new 'planet' really exists in 
our solar system.
It is called 

planet.....X!
Our crew agree wholeheartedly to take on the mission. Then along 
comes Ernie Todd (E.T to you and me) - “Trekkie”.  No-one knows 
him, no-one wants to know him! They ALL end up blasting off into 
space. Not knowing what strange and weird events that await 
them on their journey, via the moon, our intrepid crew eventually 
land on 

planet.....X!
Here, they meet up with Captain Green and his GREEN 
MACHINE. They manage to escape these 'nasties' and return to 
Earth.

A job well done!
 
So, just, 'grab a helmet', 'recline the rocker' and 'grab the remote', 
and let us take you on a journey into space and beyond, in this, 
our search for....

planet.....X!
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Running Sheet
Act One
The home of Ernie and his mum and dad. Ernie is a 'Trekkie'. His only 
thoughts are of intergalactic space travel and......Laura Comet – Space 
Cowboy!

Song One – The Dream Machine
Act Two
Here we are at Command Control – Earth. The commander and chief, 
General Stargate has summoned his number one flying group: 
'The Space Cowboys' to his office. This elite group of airpersons is made up 
of, Colonel Buzz Lightning, Captain Laura Comet and Lieutenant Fly Hanson. 
Their quest is to find planet.....X! And check out its inhabitability. 

Song Two – Space Shuffle
Act Three
Our intrepid trio are about to launch into their mission and blast off into space. 
When along comes the unexpected space cadet, one, Ernie Todd ('E.T' 
2U&me). No-one knows how Ernie stumbled into the mission, not even 
Ernie?!? 

Song Three – Ernie Todd ('E.T' 2U&me)
Act Four
What's happening down at the Todd's place.

Act Five
The machine takes off for the stars and they are soaring along without a hitch 
when their spacecraft veers slightly off course and lands on the moon. There 
is a chance meeting with 'The Man In The Moon', who helps them get back on 
track.

Song Four – You Got A Friend
Act Six
Interim report with General Stargate back at Earth Control.

Act Seven
They soar through space until getting sucked into a huge black hole. They are 
forced to land on what they think is a rogue asteroid. It is actually planet.....X! 
Here they are confronted by, none other than that evil nasty of nasties, 
Captain Green and his Green Machine.

Song Five – The Green Machine

Luckily, they escape the clutches of the Green Machine and their evening 
meal and head off back home. Even Garth Vadder hitches a ride.  

Song Six – Shoo Wup Bup
The End
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Cast List
General Stargate
A strong leader-type figure. Mister BIG in the space game.
Costume: Military style suit and General's cap

The Space Cowboys
Costume: Space travel outfits, astronaut all-in-one suits and moon boots -  
with a cowboy hat.

Colonel Buzz Lightning
Intrepid hero of the universe. 

Captain Laura Comet
Efficient and effective. The 'brainy' one.

Lieutenant Fly Hanson
What a gun!

Ernie Todd ('E.T' to you and me)
Trekkie. No idea why he's even in this story. Certainly can't seem him doing a 
lot to find the planet.....X!
Costume: Star Trek inspired coloured skivvie, slacks and slicked down hair

Mr. Todd
Ernie's dad.

Mrs. Todd
Ernie's mum.

The Man In The Moon
Cool and assured.
Costume: All white suit with sparkly bowler hat 

Sally Moonbeam
Fun-loving and a little bit quirky.
Costume: Tinker Bell inspired: tutu, tights, wings, wand etc

Captain Green
Leader of the alien Green Machine
Costume: Big and Green with a white helmet, with a big red eye painted on it.

The Green Machine – Barry, Craig and Dennis
Three little green aliens.
Costume: Green alien costumes – antennae, weird hair and skin, big feet.

Earth Robots - X3Y2dododedo and Xdotcom
Cool, futuristic characters who have everything 'pretty well' sorted out back at  
the base.
Costume: Robot costume, eg silver flexipipe arms and legs
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Songs
Song One

The Dream Machine
Costume: pyjamas

Song Two

Space Shuffle
Costume: astronauts – all white painting coveralls

Song Three

Ernie Todd ('E.T' 2U&me)
Costume: trekkies, coloured skivvies, long pants or Dr Spock look-
a-likes

Song Four

You Got a Friend
Costume: all white or black with sparkly stars, moons and planets

Song Five

Green Machine
Costume: Green aliens

Song Six

Shoo Wup Bup
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Sets & Props
Act One
The Todd home. Two dining chairs & table, newspaper and a couch.
Various posters of the Space Cowboys adorn the walls.

Act Two
Central Command Space Station. General Stargate's office with a big desk & 
desk chair. On the desk sits a large, elaborate mobile phone.

Act Three
Inside the spaceship. Three seats are required, with seat belts.

Act Four
Back at the Todd's.

Act  Five
Stage Left - Inside the spaceship
Stage Right – The Moon

Act Six
Central Command Space Station. 

Act Seven
Stage Left - Inside the spaceship
Stage Right – Planet X
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